Introduction
The core of Echeverría and Contreras's (1965) (EC) description of Araucanian/Mapudungun 1 stress is given in (1).
(1) Echeverría and Contreras (1965: 134) 's Araucanian/Mapudungun Stress Description "a. GENERAL RULE: a phonological word has a main stress on the second syllable and, if applicable, secondary stresses on the fourth and sixth syllables: /wulé/ tomorrow, /t . ipánto/ year, /elúmuyù/ give us, /elúaènew/ he will give me, /kimúfalùwulày/ he pretended not to know."
EC's description has been cited as evidence for a variety of metrical theories (e.g. Hyman 1977 : 41-42,75, Kager 1993 : 409, Hung 1994 : 177-180, Hayes 1995 : 266, Gordon 2002 : 522, Hyde 2002 : 320-325, McGarrity 2003 : 59-61, Tesar 2004 . As a source of stress evidence, it is fairly typical. Large stress studies such as Hayes (1995) and Gordon (1999) overwhelmingly rely on descriptions like EC's (i.e. journal articles, grammars). In Gordon's (1999: appendix 1) list of 392 stress systems the mean publication date for earliest sources is 1972 and the median is 1975, so EC is slightly older than the average source. The issue addressed in this chapter is whether EC's description should be used as evidence for phonological theories.
The general issue -how to evaluate phonological evidence -has been addressed implicitly and explicitly before (e.g. Ohala 1986) . A theme of this chapter is that the source of requirements on evidence is theories themselves. Different theories of phonology impose different requirements on evidence. Here, the focus is on Generative theories of phonology (Chomsky and Halle 1968 and later theories in their framework).
Generative theories have a phonological module (PhM) that creates output representations that are translated by later modules into instructions to articulators; articulatory movements cause air perturbations which are perceived by hearers as speech sounds. The theory of production and perception of speech identifies many places in the process where recovery of the PhM's output can be 'distorted'. So, for any data, all sources of potential distortion must be examined to correctly recover the PhM's output state.
The distorting aspects of modules and mechanisms discussed in this chapter are well known; nothing new is proposed. The aim is instead to apply that knowledge and use it to determine evidentiary requirements. The examination will not be comprehensive -there are too many factors to allow detailed examination in so few pages. However, enough of the major distortion sources will be covered to illustrate the general approach.
In short, the aim here is to identify some of the requirements that Generative theories impose on evidence for states of the PhM, and determine whether EC's description satisfies those requirements.
An overview of the theory is given in section 2, and is used as a template for evaluating EC's description in section 3. I emphasize that this chapter is not a critique of EC, nor does it attempt to determine the stress system of Mapudungun. The goal is to evaluate whether EC's description is relevant and adequate evidence for a Generative metrical theory -a point discussed further in section 4.
The concerns expressed in this chapter relate to work on methodology of descriptions and analyses of stress. In this book, relevant discussion can be found in the chapters by Hualde and Nadeu, Hyman, and Gordon.
Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework employed here is the Generative theory of phonology, as proposed in Chomsky and Halle (1968) and developed in subsequent Generative theories (e.g. Lexical Phonology and Morphology - Kiparsky 1982, Optimality Theory -Prince and Smolensky 2004) . There are many Generative metrical theories and subtheories, including Hayes (1981) , Prince (1983) , Kager (1993) , McCarthy and Prince (1993) , Hayes (1995) , and Hyde (2002) . Aspects of the system that are particularly relevant will be summarized here; the purpose of this section is to provide a framework for discussing the adequacy of EC's description in section 3.
At the core of the Generative framework is the Phonological Module (PhM) -a cognitive component that transforms symbolic representations. The PhM's input consists of strings of phonological symbols sourced from the Lexicon; at least some aspects of morphological and syntactic structure are visible to the PhM's transformations (e.g. Ussishkin 2007 , Truckenbrodt 2007 (Fig. 1 does not make any claim about exactly how the morphological and syntactic modules relate to the PhM; it merely acknowledges their influence).
Every theory of the PhM specifies possible and impossible states of the PhM. For example, SPE and its successors defined possible rules and orderings/interactions (Chomsky and Halle 1968, Kiparsky 1982) while work in Classical OT specified constraints and possible rankings (Prince and Smolensky 2004) .
Of course, the best evidence that a particular output state of the PhM exists would consist of phonological outputs. Unfortunately, so far there is no way to directly detect phonological outputs. Instead, the available devices measure the output of post-PhM modules and mechanisms. The most commonly reported type of evidence for PhM states is 'perceived speech sounds' (PSS): i.e. a hearer's perception of a speaker's speech sounds. PSS are far from the speaker's PhM output, as shown in Figure 1 .
Transmission medium (air)

Fig 1. The PhM's role in generating human-perceived speech sounds
The PhM's output is sent to the Phonetic module, which creates a gradient representation that is implemented as articulator movements by the neuro-motor interface. The articulator movements Löfquist 1997 ). These perturbations reach the ear of the hearer, and his/her perceptual system forms a representation of what was perceived.
There are many modules and mechanisms between the speaker's phonological output and the hearer's perception. When using perceived speech sounds as evidence for PhM outputs, then, the contribution of all those modules and mechanisms to the perceived speech signal must be considered. It would be an easy task if all of the post-PhM modules and mechanisms were straightforward: i.e. they translated the output of the previous module/mechanism in a 1:1 fashion. However, it is likely that all of the modules/mechanisms are distorting in the sense that their translation can obscure input distinctions and introduce new elements to the speech signal, so making recovery of their input difficult.
The following section will expand upon the distorting effects of the modules/mechanisms and how such distortion affects the validity of evidence for the PhM. The focus is on perceived speech sounds because they are the most common type of evidence used for phonological theories: grammars and journal articles typically use descriptions that report an analyst's interpretation of their perception of a subject's speech sounds. Of course, perceived speech sounds are not the only source of evidence for the PhM. Idsardi (2010) provides an overview of neurophysiological techniques in measuring cognitive events. There are also 'intuitions' -a subject's verbal report of their beliefs about their speech (Chomsky 1965: 18ff ; cf Kawahara 2011 §1.2 and references cited therein).
It will be assumed that the analyst and subject are two different people. There may be a different process of perception in self-elicitation, but I am not aware of any studies that compare self-elicitation to elicitation from others. In some situations, the perceiver is a machine -a sound-recording and processing device. However, the same issues arise with mechanical recording devices as with humans: the machine's equivalent to an ear is a microphone, the auditory-neural interface is equivalent to a sound card, and the software used to transform the speech signal is analogous to the human's perceptual system (discussed in section 3.7), so similar distortion issues arise.
The final step is not represented in Fig.1 -where the hearer/analyst goes through a process of expressing the perceived speech sound in written form in an article or grammar. Aspects of the potential distortions produced at this final stage will be discussed in section 3.9.
Echeverría and Contreras (1965)
The theme in the following sections is that the theory of the PhM and all the modules and mechanisms that influence it predicts where distortion can arise to obscure the PhM output's structure. So, the theory imposes requirements on the evidence that is presented for it in the sense that a comprehensive analysis will examine the potential sources of distortion and correct for them to recover the phonological output.
The following discussion does not aim to be comprehensive, advocate any particular techniques, or determine the metrical system of Mapudungun.
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Instead, the aim is to selectively illustrate the point that the theory is the source of requirements on evidence by determining EC's value as evidence for Generative metrical theories.
However, one publication that must be mentioned is Echeverría (1964) . The connection between EC and Echeverría (1964) is not entirely clear because neither work cites the other. However, it is possible that EC relied on Echeverría (1964) 's recordings to a great extent. Regardless, the goal of this chapter is to consider specifically whether EC alone provides adequate evidence; after all, EC is always the source that is cited in theoretical phonological literature on stress while Echeverría (1964) is not mentioned (except by Molineaux 2012) . In addition, the two works present different stress generalizations, and slightly different stress patterns in their data (see section 3.9). Echeverría (1964) will only be discussed when a comparison between the two works is particularly illuminating.
The Lexicon
The forms in (2) are the ones usually presented to illustrate Mapudungun stress. A natural interpretation is that they show the work of a PhM process -i.e. metrical construction of nonexhaustive left-to-right iambs.
(2)
Basic stress forms (EC p.134 ) (a) /wulé/ tomorrow (b) /t . ipánto/ year (c) /elúmuyù/ give us (d) /elúaènew/ he will give me (e) /kimúfalùwulày/ he pretended not to know.
However, the Lexicon can -in a sense -distort evidence for PhM mechanisms. The underlying phonological strings of lexical entries may specify stress position (e.g. Alderete 2001 and references cited therein). If the PhM preserves lexically specified stress then the stress reported in (2) may not be evidence for a metrical PhM process, but rather simply be preservation of underlying stress. There are therefore two potential sources for stress location: the PhM's metrification processes and the Lexicon. EC present the forms in (2) as exemplifying a predictable process: "Stress is predictable with reference to the phonological word… Stress is accounted for by one general rule and four 2 There are many other descriptions of Mapudungun stress. Section 3.9 identifies and discusses major grammars; Fabre (1998) and Zúñiga (2006:68) provide extensive bibliographies about Mapudungun phonology. The most recent work I am aware of is Molineaux (2012) . 3 Here and throughout data is cited verbatim from EC. My understanding of the IPA equivalents for EC's nonstandard symbols is: special rules…" (EC 134). For a Generative phonologist, a natural interpretation of EC's comments is that there is a productive PhM metrification process, and the data provided is representative of the output of that process. However, do EC present adequate evidence for a metrification process? In (2), only one form is given for each word length. For example, only one form is cited for two syllables: /wulé/. Could this form have lexical stress, and the default metrification process produce initial stress, at least in disyllables? In some iambic systems disyllabic words are reported to have consistent initial stress, so it is not impossible that /wulé/ preserves a lexical stress while the default position is the initial syllable (e.g. Southern PaiuteSapir 1930: 39) . So how many disyllabic forms would one need to be assured that the PhM metrification process assigned stress to the second syllable? The best answer may be "As many forms as the learner needs to converge on a metrical system with default final stress in disyllabic words". Unfortunately, while learners know exactly what the PhM is capable of and how many forms are needed to converge on a particular system, analysts do not (yet). So, other approaches must be used.
One might point out that if /wulé/ is a lexicalized form, then there should at least be some disyllabic form in which stress falls on the initial syllable; this idea follows from the assumption that if a learner was only exposed to  words and never heard  words, the learner would always opt for a metrical system that assigned second-syllable stress.
EC do in fact cite disyllabic words with initial stress: e.g. /fílu/ snake, /čáo/ father, /rúko/ breast. So, as both  and  words are cited, there are two possibilities: either /wulé/ reflects a general metrical process and /fílu/, /čáo/ and /rúko/ have lexical stress, or the opposite is the case.
It is interesting that while the majority of metrical analyses of EC's description imply or assert that the default stress on disyllables is on the second syllable, EC state in a 'Special Rule' that: "Two-syllable words ending in a vowel may be stressed on either syllable, except particles (adverbs, pronouns, prepositions) which are always oxytone" (p.134). It is possible that particles do not reflect the general metrical pattern but have a class-specific stress pattern. So, the original issue remains: for disyllabic non-particles, what does the default metrification process generate?
EC's description also raises a third option. The statement that CV(C)CV words "may be stressed on either syllable" could be interpreted as describing free variation (EC is interpreted this way by Hyman 1977: 41-42) . EC cite "/pu rúka/ ~ /pú ruká/ in the house" which does suggest free variation, but the stress difference might instead be conditioned by context that is not provided in the description. Other words are cited without suggestion that their stress position might vary freely (the exception is red which is cited as both /kélï/ and /kelḯ/ -EC 132).
To pursue the issue of data quantity further, one might expect that the default metrical pattern will be reflected in the largest number of forms: i.e. if a relatively larger number of  forms had final stress, then the metrification process by default assigns final stress. For CVC.CV forms, three have initial stress and two have final stress (There are three particles -not included in the table above -that have final stress). However, one of the initial stress forms is a Spanish loan, and one of the final stress forms is, too. That leaves three forms: two with initial stress [wén . t .
r u] man and /láft . a/ small, and one with final stress /kofké/ bread. So, given the data provided for EC, it seems that no conclusion about the metrical system can be drawn with certainty about (at least vowel-final) disyllabic forms; it is possible that some have initial stress and some have final, or that there is free variation, or both. There is little solid evidence on the basis of the data cited to determine which stress position is the default.
The majority of data cited by EC consists of disyllabic forms (46 forms); there are 14 longer forms, summarized in (4). Longer forms have the appearance of being much more regular in stress location. For example, all six trisyllabic CVCVCV forms have medial stress. While two 4-syllable and two 5-syllable forms are cited with different stress patterns, it is possible that secondary stress was simply not transcribed for some forms. EC (p.134.c2) comment that the only CV.CV .CV.CV.CV  C form provided has a suffix -la, which shifts stress away from a preceding syllable (/l ‸ aŋḯmïwulày/ he did not kill himself; /y/ is possibly another suffix; EC do not give morpheme divisions). However, Echeverría (1964:51) Finally, it is important to emphasize that most of the shapes and stress cited above are for non-surface forms -i.e. forms that are intermediate to the derivation; processes such as glide formation can cause stress rearrangement (see section 3.9 below).
Given that there is lexically specified (or freely varying) stress for disyllables and some longer forms, it seems reasonable to require confirmation that longer forms do not show variation. The problem is that 10, or 3, or 2, or 1 forms may not be enough to capture any variation patterns, or be convincing that there is no variation in longer forms.
A further concern is whether the assumptions behind the descriptive categories are correct. The terms CV and CVC lump together different sonority values even though it is known that some systems are sensitive to sonority distinctions (de Lacy 2007) . In fact, an early description of Mapudungun stress -Augusta (1903:2-4) -claims that stress avoided the lowest sonority vowel [ə]: e.g. fótəm, rather than the expected final-stressed fotə m (cf. pəllí, *pə lli). Similarly, the description assumes that all codas will be treated in the same way, even though some languages distinguish weight based on the sonority of the coda consonant.
A final assumption is that there are stress domains longer than three syllables in Mapudungun. Morphemes seem to be maximally trisyllabic -all longer words cited by EC are apparently morphologically complex. In fact, Salamanca & Quintrileo (2009) state that words have maximally three syllables in the Tirúa dialect of Mapudungun. Limits on word size or stress domain size are known in a variety of languages (Ketner 2006) . In Echeverría (1964) 's list of words and phrases, the transcriptions of almost all words longer than three syllables are accompanied by an intonation symbol, perhaps indicating that they are phrases rather than single words. It would therefore be valuable to know whether words longer than three syllables constitute a single stress domain (i.e. prosodic word), or whether they always consist of several domains. If domains are maximally trisyllabic, then there can be no evidence for alternating stress.
In summary, a closer inspection of EC's data leads to uncertainty about the stress system. There may be lexical stress or free variation, or both in different environments. It is unclear what the default metrical pattern is; a 'majority criterion' is not helpful due to the small amount of data cited. Of course, apart from the data there remains EC's prose description of stress location. However, without a clear understanding of how their description relates to the data, any reliance on their assertions would merely be an appeal to authority -that is to say, accepting EC's description as correct depends on one's personal confidence in the describers, rather than on the basis of evidence.
While the Lexicon can present challenges in determining metrical systems, it can also provide opportunities. If words could be identified that were sure to have no underlying lexical stress, the theory predicts that they would undergo the productive metrification pattern. For example, the stress pattern of loanwords might be used (e.g. Hayes 1995: 143 for Fijian). EC cite /sánču/ pig and /kensá/ maybe as loanwords from Spanish; unfortunately, these forms have the same stress as the source language (chancho [tʃáɲ.tʃo], quizá [kisá] ), offering the possibility that the source language's stress was preserved (for discussion of the complexities of loanword stress adaptation, see Broselow 2009) . A wug test could be revealing, as long as analogical influence was controlled for (Berko 1958 ; see Kawahara 2011 §2.1.1 for discussion re. phonological research); EC do not report the stress for any novel words.
Modules other than the Lexicon can also thwart the straightforward interpretation of stress data. For example, a PhM can have more than one productive metrification process, with different patterns for different classes of word (e.g. English nouns vs. verbs vs. adjectivesBurzio 1994: 43ff); morphological boundaries also influence stress domains (e.g. Nespor and Vogel 1986: ch.4). While EC's examples are not accompanied by a morpheme-by-morpheme decomposition, it seems that the majority of long forms are morphologically complex: e.g. /elúaen/ you will give me, /elúmuyù/ give us, /elúaf imi/ you will give him, /elúaènew/ he will give me, [mawḯnài] it will rain tomorrow, /kimúfalùwulày/ he pretended not to know. With the paucity of examples longer than three syllables, the issue of influence of morpheme boundaries cannot be usefully examined. However, there is some suggestion that morpheme boundaries might influence stress placement: EC comment that for /-la/ negative, "the secondary stress is shifted from the fourth to the fifth syllable" (/l ‸ aŋḯmïwulày/, */l ‸ aŋḯmïwùlay/ he did not kill himself). Smeets (1989: 61) identifies several suffixes with fixed stress, suggesting that they either have lexical stress or that their morpheme boundaries influence stress placement in such a way to ensure that they receive stress. Without morpheme-by-morpheme glosses, it is difficult to determine whether EC's data reflects morphological influence. Similar issues arise for the Syntax module.
In short, the theory of the Lexicon requires that the issue of lexical stress be examined in any set of data. There are a variety of techniques for doing so, such as citing a great deal of systematic data and using tests for generativity. EC's description underlines the importance of addressing the issue: they describe variation in stress position, especially in disyllables. However, there is inadequate data to be sure of the default metrification pattern, or of the generalizations about other aspects of stress (e.g. where primary and secondary stress falls, where CVC attracts stress, the interaction of morpheme boundaries with stress).
I add that EC provide more stress transcriptions than I have seen in most articles and grammars; I have seen some that have no data at all, and many that list only a few forms. It is only because EC provide so much data that the difference between their generalizations and the data presented can be seen: without adequate data there is no way to evaluate the evidentiary basis for the describer's generalizations.
The PhM: L1, L2 and fluency
As a linguistic module, the PhM has properties such as L1/L2 status and fluency (occasionally called 'native speaker' status).
There are significant differences between L1 (or 'native') and L2 (or 'non-native') modules (Bley-Vroman 1988 , Cook 2000 ; for the L1 vs. L2 acquisition of stress see Archibald 1995) . The challenge in investigating an L2 module is that it is unclear whether its output only reflects the workings of that particular module, or whether other computational resources have been used (such as L1 modules, other L2 modules, or general cognitive processes). So, the stress output of an L2 module may not reflect a single coherent metrical system, but rather a complex mixture of metrical systems and lexical specifications. Similarly, intuitions reported about an L2 by a speaker might not draw on the same cognitive resources as L1 judgments (Davies and Kaplan 1998) . In contrast, it seems likely that the output of an L1 module is influenced only by that module; so, the output of an L1 module provides a clearer window into the possible states of human PhMs.
PhMs can also be 'fluent' or 'non-fluent' (or 'fully developed' and 'not fully developed'). For example, a child can learn a language but have his/her learning cut short, and so not develop a large vocabulary or be confident in giving intuitions about acceptability. This is the case for a subject I worked with who grew up in Germany. He learned German until the age of 11, then left to live in an English-speaking country where he heard no German (even his parents avoided speaking German to him). Although his German PhM is L1 by the critical period criterion, his vocabulary is small and he is unable to express intuitions about sentence and word acceptability.
Strictly speaking, fluency is irrelevant to the overall goal: to determine possible states of the PhM. If every stage of language development employs a possible state of the PhM, then a less than fluent speaker (e.g. a young child) still has a possible PhM state, and determining the form of that state helps achieve the goal. However, there are practical problems when using data from less-than-fluent adult speakers: they may be more likely to code-switch in elicitation tasks, or draw on vocabulary and phonological patterns from their dominant adult language. The result is a set of data drawn from different PhMs.
So, to use EC's description as evidence for the claim that the PhM has a state that generates left-to-right iambs, the L1 status of the subjects' PhM must be determined. The worst case scenario would be if EC's speakers' PhMs were all L2, and their stress was influenced by other PhMs (e.g. their L1 PhM) in such a way that it did not reflect any possible individual PhM metrical system. In this case, EC's description would not reflect a possible state of the PhM, but only be a collection of disparate data.
EC report the following about their subjects: "Our study is based on material elicited (and recorded) from five informants, all of them from the Cautín province in Chile." (EC 132). The article implies that all the informants speak Mapudungun. No further information about the subjects is given.
EC does not include an assertion that the speakers were native speakers. Techniques for assuring L1 status can involve the subjects answering questions about their linguistic history, such as the language they grew up speaking, or other externally verifiable criteria (e.g. Labov 2006: 118-119 ).
I am not claiming here that Echeverría and Contreras were unaware of the issues surrounding L1 status or that they did not use techniques for determining L1 status. The observation is that EC does not report L1 status or their techniques, and so the implication for those who wish to use EC's description for Generative theories is uncertainty.
In fact, there is clear evidence that Echeverría was aware of the importance of L1 status. Echeverría (1964:19) notes "El primer paso para realizar nuestro estudio fue ubicar los hablantes nativos que proporcionaran el material lingüístico necesario." (The first step in our research was to locate native speakers to provide linguistic data."). It is possible that EC relied on Echeverría (1964) 's data -they both mention 'five subjects'. Unlike EC, Echeverría (1964:19-20) provides a great deal more information: for each subject their name, age, occupation, residence, and linguistic information are provided. For example, José Ailío Huaracán was born in Cautín province, lived in Concepcíon for more than 10 years, was 35 years old at the time of fieldwork, had primary school education, and had learned Mapudungun from childhood ("Aprendio el mapuche desde niño" -Echeverría 1964:19) .
This chapter is about EC's description and whether it can be used as evidence for Generative theories, so I am reluctant to delve too far into Echeverría (1964)'s description. However, it is striking how EC and Echeverría (1964) differ: EC provide almost no information about their subjects while Echeverría (1964) provides several important details that are crucial for Generative theories. Echeverría (1964:19-20) notes that four of the five subjects learned the language while they were a child -an essential condition of L1 status. Fluency was also a concern: Echeverría (1964:20) notes that two subjects spoke the language at home, and one spoke it frequently. (For two subjects, there is no indication of how often they spoke it. For example, while Lorenzo Chicahual learned the language as a child, he had lived in Temuco for decades and there is no comment on whether he spoke the language regularly.)
The current expectation that only native speakers be used as evidence for PhMs was not always universal. For example, in Williams' (1917) dictionary of Māori, the preface reports that the data was taken primarily from secondary sources (e.g. dictionaries, word lists, texts) compiled by Europeans (non-native speakers). In the 'Methods' section of the Preface, Williams comments:
Methods for ascertaining wordforms in Māori (Williams 1917) "There are various methods of ascertaining the meaning of a Maori word … The most natural procedure is to enquire from an intelligent Maori of the older generation, or preferably from several such. But this course, now unfortunately seldom available, is not always free from the risk of error. Few Maoris can resist the temptation to oblige an enquirer rather than admit ignorance; and occasionally a Maori may, in all honesty, have been habitually misusing a word in his own tongue. Moreover, local usage in respect of words is frequently very curious and perplexing."
So, Williams (1917) considered native speakers to be an important but imperfect source of information -they were prone to 'frequently curious' misuse of their own language. The preference was for secondary sources compiled by non-native speakers (e.g. Colenso's dictionary, "Mr Atkinson's papers", Sir George Grey's collection, the Rev. Father Becker of Hokianga's word lists, Mr S. Percy Smith's word lists, and so on), including Mr Elsdon Best who had "intimate acquaintance with the Maori", and "supplied a very large number of words, new meanings, and examples, collected at first hand."
Currently, Mapudungun is a minority language even among the Mapuche: of 700,000 Mapuche, 200,000 people speak the language fluently; the majority are bilingual (Zúñiga 2000 : 4, UNPO 2008 . EC estimate that there were about 100,000 speakers in 1965 in Chile. With just the information provided by EC, it is not possible to have confidence that the speakers were native speakers. If Echeverría (1964) 's information is taken into account, it is at least clear that all of the speakers were bilingual. However, for L1 status the details are still murky. One of the subjects may not have learned the language young enough, and a few may not have spoken the language regularly for many years.
Even though four of the speakers said that they spoke the language as a child, this criterion alone is not necessarily an adequate diagnostic tool for L1 status. This point is underscored by Echeverría (1964:20) 's comment. One of the subjects -María Catrileolistened to the recordings of another subject -Ailío. Her opinion, combined with Ailío showing 'repeated ignorance of vocabulary and inconsistent pronunciation', led to Ailío being dismissed.
("En un estado avanzado del analisis del material, fue necesario desestimar al informante Ailío por presentar repetida ignorancia de léxico y pronunciación inconsistente."). It is possible that Ailío was not a native speaker of Mapudungun. If so, the fact that he self-reported that he had learned the language since he was a child was an inadequate diagnostic for determining native speaker status.
In general, it is far from easy to be sure that a person is a native speaker. In my own fieldwork on the Polynesian language Māori, I found that a number of people said they spoke Māori fluently or natively but actually knew only a few words; by saying they spoke Māori they were instead expressing a strong emotional connection to Māori culture. Some people reported speaking the language as a child, but close questioning revealed that it was not their primary language, and it was used in a classroom situation and not among their peers (e.g. never while playing). In contrast, one native speaker was very reluctant to say she spoke Māori; she was concerned that she did not have enough prestige to be a research subject.
In summary, without a clear description of the method for determining L1 and fluency status, there can be no reasonable assurance that subjects are appropriate sources of PhM evidence, as required by the theory.
Even if a PhM is L1, its output might not give insight into how PhMs usually work if it has been impaired (e.g. Stemberger and Bernhardt 2007; Cummings 2008: 265ff; Bernthal et al. 2009 ). It is somewhat hard to tease apart impairments of the PhM from Phonetic module impairments, or even neuro-motor impairments (Haynes and Pindzola 2011: ch.6 ). However, a number of disorders have a phonological character in that they refer to phonological restrictions (e.g. den Ouden 2002).
For example, jargon aphasia is where a person produces incomprehensible utterances, such as [dɛlkwɑɪ] for 'lobster' and [aedɛpgʊd] for 'spade' (Rohrer et al. 2009 ). Zeigler and Maassen (2004: 427) observe that a striking feature of neologistic jargon is that it conforms to syllable structure conditions, suggesting that the problem is within the phonological module, or with the transmission of lexical information to the phonological module (Butterworth 1979) . Similarly, some neurological conditions can affect lexical access and the phonological module. (e.g. schizophrenia can result in lack of realization of affix's phonological material -Cummings 2008: 365) .
The PhM: Multiple modules and pooling
Generative theories allow for a single human to have more than one PhM. This situation is most obvious in the case of those who speak two different languages natively; they have distinct PhMs -one for each language (Genesee and Nicoladis 2007) . For the same reason, people who speak distinct dialects of the same language natively arguably have more than one PhM.
An individual may also have several different speech styles -a particular way of talking depending on the social context (Labov 1972 , Trudgill 1999 . Some speech styles' phonological properties can differ in significant ways. For example, many Sāmoans have (at least) two speech styles: tauta lelei has the stops [p t k m n ŋ] while tauta leaga has [p k ʔ m ŋ] (Mosel and Hovdhaugen 1993: 20-24) . In my own speech, I have styles that differ in /l/-vocalization, flapping environments, and declarative intonation tunes (Bye and de Lacy 2008 §6) . Distinct speech styles might be generated by different PhMs; alternatively, a single PhM could generate several speech styles if processes are indexed for speech style (see Coetzee and Pater 2011 §4.5 for an overview of formal theories of speech style). The result is in effect the same as assuming multiple PhMs: each configuration of active processes (e.g. active rules/rankings) is a different state of the PhM, and the goal of phonological research is to determine the range of possible PhM states.
Taking languages, dialects, and speech styles into account, it is likely that there is no adult human who has only one PhM. So, it is not possible to assume that all the speech that comes from one human comes from the same PhM.
It is crucial to know whether a set of speech data was generated by a single PhM or is an amalgam of several PhMs' outputs. In the latter case, the resulting data might not reflect any possible state of the PhM. (Bye and de Lacy 2008 §6) . The real danger here is that the PhM might not have any state that both has /l/-vocalization and lacks flapping. So, the use of data pooled from different PhMs has the potential to seriously derail the understanding of PhM capabilities.
So, it is an error to assume that all data from a single human was generated by the same PhM; such assumptions can lead to incorrect conclusions about possible PhM states. In practical terms, elicitation must be controlled for language, dialect, and speech style: techniques to keep the elicited data coming from an L1 module -i.e. track and prevent code-switching and styleshifting -are essential (e.g. Milroy 1987: 60ff, Milroy and Gordon 2003: ch.8; see Broselow, Chen and Huffman 1997: 52 for an example). EC do not report their elicitation techniques or whether they determined L1 status. In contrast, Echeverría (1964:20-21) states that the recording sessions were about 40 minutes long, and comment further:
Description of Scene-Setting in Echeverría (1964:20) "Estas reuniones se realizaron siempre en una atmosfera de confianza, y varias veces fueron precedidas de conversaciones informales relativas al tiempo, el trabajo particular del informante, etc. Pudímos notar que sentían orgullo por colaborar en este estudio de su lengua." (These meetings were always conducted in an atmosphere of trust, and usually were preceded by informal discussions about the weather, the participant's job, etc. We observed that they were keen to collaborate in this study of their language."
The steps taken were no doubt intended to reduce the subject's anxiety. However, it is not clear that they would have activated the subject's L1 Mapudungun vernacular module. The preliminary discussion was no doubt in Spanish, and using informal and friendly Spanish might not have prompted the subject to use vernacular Mapudungun -formal Mapudungun might still have been used. Labov (1984) and Wolfram (2011) provide overviews of techniques for controlling speech style and style shifting. EC do not discuss whether code-switching between Spanish and Mapudungun occurred. The subjects were bilinguals and the elicitation was done in Spanish (Echeverría 1964:19,20) , so code-switching and code-mixing could have been frequent, and may have influenced the prosody on Mapudungun words.
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There is also no mention of how speech styles were controlled, or which speech style the data belonged to. For example, there is no information about the scenesetting that was given to the subjects.
EC do state that five subjects contributed to the project. Presumably their data was pooled (there is no indication of who contributed which word). So, the reported data almost certainly came from several different PhMs, all of which could have had different stress patterns. Quite apart from idiolectal variation (i.e. variation in PhMs across individuals which were mutually intelligible), the subjects could have been speaking different dialects. Given Mariá's rejection of Ailío's speech discussed in the previous section, it is possible that Ailío spoke a different dialect from the others.
Even if the speakers used only their Mapudungun PhMs and -conservatively -each had three speech styles, then there is the chance that EC's description is the pooled data from 15 PhMs. So any theory of EC's data would not be about a state of the PhM, but rather about pooled data from many PhMs, which may not bear any resemblance to any possible PhM state.
In practical terms, one might think that the preceding comments are overly critical. After all, EC's description is remarkably coherent in that it seems to be a single unified system. Such coherence might reasonably be seen as indicating that the subjects all had PhMs that had identical metrical systems.
The best way to test this assumption would be to compare the same set of words from all the speakers. However, EC gives no indication of who contributed which word (nor does Echeverría 1964) . Going from EC's description it is even possible that the coherence is illusory: it could be the case that every speaker contributed different data, with no overlap. An example is found in Pankratz and Pike's (1967: fn.1) description of Ayutla Mixtec where the segmental phonology data and prosody data were elicited from different subjects. Echeverría (1964:20) provides further information, however: all speakers were asked to say two Swadesh word lists, were asked to say short sentences, and also told short stories. This elicitation procedure would allow for direct comparison between speakers, so differences could be noted in pronunciation. However, there is little indication by EC that such a comparison was undertaken. Echeverría (1964:47-8 ) also discusses another method employed: Mapudungun sentences were read to one subject (María Catrileo) with varying stress. She was asked to say whether the pronunciation was acceptable or not. If María Catrileo's responses were the sole basis for determining the stress system by EC as well as Echeverría (1964) , then the results come closer to being useful for Generative analysis: the results were not pooled, and so likely to have come from a single L1 given María's native speaker status and frequent use of the language.
If the speakers had different PhMs, then some apparently 'free variation' in the data might be expected. In fact, EC report a great deal of allophonic variability. For example, "in final unstressed position, the nuclei /u/ and /o/ alternate" (EC 134). It is not clear whether this variation is seen within an individual's speech style, or whether /u/ is used in one speech style and /o/ in another, or one subject used /u/ and another /o/. Similarly, the word for 'red' is listed as both /kélï/ and /kelï /; there is no indication whether these words show free variation, speech style difference, or cross-subject variation. Similarly, a "non-phonemic glide" may optionally appear word-initially before a central vowel (EC 132), and much allophony involves free variation (EC 133). Again, there is no way of knowing from the description whether the variation is truly free -i.e. varies within a single PhM -or that different PhMs generate different allophones.
Due to data pooling, there is even no way to know how to interpret the variability in stress reported for CVCV words. It is possible that one speaker has consistently initial stress, another had consistently final stress, another had free variation, and another had lexicallydetermined stress. All possibilities fit the data provided.
To approach the issue from another angle, EC state that "2. Two-syllable words ending in a vowel may be stressed on either syllable … /pu rúka/ ~ /pú ruká/ in the house". A variety of PhM configurations could result in this data. Let us call a PhM which only produces /pu rúka/ 'P1', a PhM which only produces /pú ruká/ 'P2', and a PhM with free variation between /pu rúka/ and /pú ruká/ 'P3'. There are five configurations of PhMs which would fit with EC's statement: i.e. (1) P3 alone, (2) P1 and P2, (3) P1 and P3, (4) P2 and P3, and (5) P1 and P2 and P3. So, data pooling leads to significant uncertainty about which PhM states actually existedthe best conclusions to be drawn from the data are that (1) at least one of P1, P2, and P3 occurred, and (2) if P1 or P2 occurred then so did some other PhM state.
Finally, the relative coherence of the account may be illusory. The aim of the article seems to be to provide an account of sound patterns in the Mapudungun language. 'Language' is a socio-political concept, with no particular relevance to Generative phonology; for Generativist phonologists, the object of study is the PhM. The desire to describe a 'language' leads naturally to quashing variability: a language is a shared system of communication, so any language description is an account of normative behavior rather than of individual variation. In other words, the description might have aimed to identify general tendencies across all the speakers, and so omitted significant individual deviations.
One could argue that the validity of EC's description receives support from other descriptions that are very similar to EC's. Gordon (2002: 522) cites two other languages with left-to-right quantity-sensitive iambs, so one could assume that EC's description is more likely to be accurate than not. The problem with this justification is that it assumes that there is strong evidence for the other descriptions.
To summarize, pooling data generated by different PhMs into one dataset is potentially irrelevant and at worst misleading. If by chance the PhMs are identical in the relevant way, then the pooled dataset has no effect on the validity of the conclusions one can draw about the possible states of the human PhM. If, however, the PhMs are not identical, then the resulting dataset may not represent any possible state of the PhM, and theories of the PhM that rely on such evidence are not valid.
Data pooling in descriptions is ubiquitous. There are three reasons for pooling. One is that the aim of many descriptions is to describe a 'language': a set of generalizations about a group's communicative behavior (see further discussion in section 4). For this goal, pooling is necessary: it is the only way to identify group norms. Another reason is that the goal of an article can be to describe normative behavior rather than states of a cognitive module. In contrast, Generative phonologists use data to identify states of the PhM, so pooling data from different PhMs can lead to the problems outlined above.
The third reason for pooling can be to minimize individual (random) variation. There are so many incidental influences on an individual's speech that irrelevant 'noise' might swamp generalizations. By pooling several people's data, it is hoped that the contribution of the Competence mechanisms will shine through. The problem with this approach is that it makes an a priori assumption that the speakers all have the same PhMs, or at least the same subparts of PhMs. Although the issues are complex, a more effective approach is to minimize individual variation by ensuring that data is elicited from the same PhM in an individual (i.e. controlling for code-switching and style-shifting), and that adequate amounts of data are elicited by using many different methods.
The PhM: Process interaction
Generative theories of phonology have stress-sensitive phonological processes.
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Typical stresssensitive processes include vowel reduction (e.g. Crosswhite 2004), fortition (e.g. Bye and de Lacy 2008) , and allophony (e.g. Beckman 1998). So, such processes can be a source of evidence for stress position, a point made for EC's description by Hayes (1995: 268) . In fact, in the face of pervasive lexical stress, Altshuler (2009) crucially relied on phonological processes to determine the default pattern in Osage.
EC identify stress-sensitive allophonic processes: Of course, it is necessary to put the claims in (7) through the same rigorous evaluation as the stress system. For present purposes let us assume that they are all valid and reflect active phonological processes. In practical terms, the allophony of /ï/ has the potential for independent evidence for the position of stress in 20 of EC's 72 forms marked with stress. For example, the word /mïlt . ï n/ a kind of bread would presumably be realized as EC 134) . As a diagnostic for stress position, this process does not add to the observation from /ï/ allophony that [ə] inhabits unstressed syllables. Smeets (1989: 63) considers this process epenthesis, and observes that insertion of [ə] is not sensitive to stress position -the inserted schwa can receive the stress.
The same point can be made for (5b): the /u/~/o/ alternation. I interpret the statement as meaning that /u/ and /o/ are in free variation in unstressed final position. Therefore, wherever final /u/ and /o/ do not freely vary, they must be stressed. This process would be useful in identifying stress position in six of the forms that EC cite (e.g. /elúmuyù/ give us should not vary with */elúmuyò/; /t . ipánto/ year should vary with /t . ipántu/). However, no comment is made on /o/~/u/ variants of each form. For example, woman is listed as /θómo/, and no /θómu/ variant is mentioned; no /o/-final variant of /sánču/ pig is listed.
EC also identify intonation as being sensitive to stress position. Interpreting their description in autosegmental terms, a phonological phrase has the tune LH*L where H* attaches to the leftmost (primary) stressed syllable and spreads to the rightmost primary stressed syllable in a Prosodic Word; moras may only bear one tone. Overall, it is not the case that for every form cited there is corroborating evidence from /ï/ allophony, /u/~/o/ variation, or L tone placement to determine whether the transcription accurately reflects the location of phonological stress. So, while the processes offer potential diagnostics for stress position, EC does not contain systematic data that exhibits these processes, so there is little evidence to support the claims about stress position.
Much more can be said about the PhM's internal processes. For example, many Generative phonological theories allow stress to be sensitive to a variety of phonological environments and properties (e.g. tone, sonority, moraic content). So, adequate evidence will include forms that show the (in)sensitivity of stress to those contexts and properties.
Similarly, word stress and its realization interact with phrase-level prominence and intonation. Gordon (this volume) makes a particularly pertinent observation: in stress descriptions, the reported patterns often appear to refer to words spoken in isolation. In such cases, words are coextensive with utterances so word stress would interact with phrase-level intonation and prominence. For some descriptions, it might be impossible to tease word-level stress and phrase-level properties apart, leading to an inaccurate understanding of prosodic structure at the word-level. EC do not state whether their stress description is based on words spoken in isolation or in phrases. So, EC's assertion that stress falls on the second syllable in /putún/ to drink could be an observation about word-level stress, phrase-level prominence, intonation, or the interaction between these factors. Even if the words were extracted from a larger context, a variety of challenges arise: the realization of word stress can differ based on phrasal position, phrase-level prominence can be sensitive to factors that are different to wordlevel stress, and intonation might not match well with word-level stress. Lack of space prevents further discussion of this point here; the reader is referred to Gordon (this volume) for extensive discussion.
The broader point is that the phonetic manifestation of foot heads is not the only evidence for phonological stress. If word-heads, foot-heads, and foot boundaries are present in the phonological representation, phonological processes can refer to them. So, such processes provide extremely important support for the location of phonological stress. An important caveat is that stress-referring phenomena may not always occur in the presence or absence of stress. For example, Hyde (this volume) observes that descriptions of Tauya have claimed that the initial syllable is stressed because it resists vowel reduction. However, Hyde suggests that the lack of reduction could be due to special restrictions on word-initial syllables.
The Phonetic module
In the production process, the PhM's output goes to the Phonetic Module, and is converted there into a gradient representation that is ultimately translated into articulator movement (Keating 1990 , Kingston 2007 . There are many different conceptions of how the PhM and Phonetic Module interact (Löfquist 1997 , Kirchner 1998 ). For present purposes, what matters is that the translation of phonological forms into instructions for articulatory movements can introduce distortion.
The Phonetic Module is not straightforward: it is not the case that every phonological element has a realization that is invariant across speakers, or even for one speaker in different contexts (Kingston and Diehl 1994) . In fact, a variety of work has shown that phonetic processes can obscure phonological information. For example, anticipatory coarticulation can make a phonological [np] be realized as (something very close to) a phonetic [mp] (e.g. Browman and Goldstein 1995) . The Phonetic Module also adds structure, as in tonal interpolation (Gussenhoven 2007 §11. 3) or featural interpolation (e.g. Choi 1995) . It can also displace phonological symbols by realizing them out of temporal sequence (e.g. glottal stops realized as creaky voice in Pendau -Quick 2004; displacement of pitch accents -Gussenhoven 2007 §11.4.2). Finally, some phonological symbols have no direct phonetic realization (e.g. Cairene Arabic secondary stress -Allen 1975) .
Phonological stress is particularly interesting because it has a variety of realizations. For example, stressed vowels can be realized with an excursion in fundamental frequency (F 0 ), increased intensity, lack of spectral tilt, increased duration, vocalic peripheralization (or centralization in unstressed syllables), a combination of the preceding, or no realization at all (e.g. Lea 1973 : 27ff, de Jong 1995 , Gordon 2011 and references cited therein).
EC do not describe the phonetic realization of stress. A problem with not knowing the realization of stress is that the perceived stress could be an artefact of the analysts' perceptual systems. For example, if an analyst has a perceptual system in which the realization of stress involves raised pitch, then the analyst may perceive raised pitch in the target language as indicating the position of stress. However, the speaker's stressed syllables may not be marked significantly by F 0 ; instead, F 0 may be controlled by incidental phonological factors (e.g. intonation) or phonetic ones (e.g. a rise in F 0 word-initially).
Without a full analysis of how the subjects' Phonetic Modules realize phonological stress, it is not possible to be confident that EC's description of stress position is accurate. Nowadays, techniques to help avoid such difficulties are in common use (e.g. machine recording and sound analysis -Ladefoged 2003) . Of course, such techniques were not widely available in 1965. In fact, Echeverría (1964:21) noted that spectrograms would have been very useful for transcribing, and that some aspects of Mapudungun speech were difficult to perceive (particularly dentals and retroflexes). However, the point remains that without a clear characterization of the phonetic realization of stress, and clear evidence that this realization does in fact occur where EC transcribed stress symbols, it is possible that EC misperceived stress.
Another difficulty with stress is that other phonetic processes can obscure it. For example, F 0 is often higher phrase-initially than phrase-finally due to a possibly universal tendency for F 0 to decline over a phrase (Ohala 1978: 31-32) ; this natural declination could be misinterpreted as initial stress. Similarly, a variety of phonetic processes cause changes in vowel length, such as pre-voiced consonant lengthening (Chen 1970) , domain-initial strengthening (Cho and Keating 2009) , and domain-final lengthening (Beckman and Edwards 1990) . Where vowel length is an important cue to stress position for the analyst but not in the target language, such incidental duration changes could be misinterpreted as stress.
O'Keefe (2007) reports a pilot study of Mapudungun CVCV words to determine whether there were clear acoustic correlates of stress. Using limited data from audio recordings on the compact disc accompanying Zúñiga (2006) , O'Keefe did not find significant differences between syllables in CVCV words: intensity was not statistically significant (n=13, two-tail t-test: p=0.198), nor was F 0 (n=13, two-tail t-test: p=0.064). There was a significant difference in duration: final syllables tended to be longer than initial syllables (V1 mean=76ms, V2 mean=97ms; n=13, one-tail t-test: p<0.01). However, the average difference of 21ms is small and its perceptual significance is questionable; it is possibly due to domain-final lengthening. Even though O'Keefe (2007) did not work with EC's subjects, the uncertain results of his work suggest that identifying the correlates of stress among Mapudungun speakers is not straightforward.
In summary, without a clear understanding of the phonetic realization of stress, and of other interacting phonetic processes, there is an added element of uncertainty in EC's description. It is possible that what EC describe is an artefact of their perceptual systems, or a misinterpretation of incidental effects on F 0 as indicating stress position.
The preceding discussion might be read to imply that the only descriptions of stress acceptable for Generative analysis are those that are accompanied by detailed analysis of phonetic implementation (e.g. Gordon 2004 , Altshuler 2009 ). There has certainly been a significant rise in such work over the past several years (Cohn 2007) . The issue of how the observations made here relates to the notion of 'acceptable evidence' is discussed in section 4.
The neuro-motor interface and articulators
The neuro-motor interface implements phonetic representations as articulator movement, and can be affected by a variety of disorders (Weismer 1997) . Similarly, inherent properties of articulators can distort the PhM's output, and so can articulatory disorders (e.g. Bernthal 2009 ).
Some articulatory-sourced distortions are found in all humans. Articulators cannot move as quickly as they are commanded in all situations. So, the shorter duration of unstressed syllables can mean that articulatory targets cannot be met in time, leading to vowel centralization (Lindblom 1963) . Such centralization can create an ambiguity for the hearer/analyst: vowel centralization might be evidence for either phonetic centralization or phonological neutralization (e.g. Barnes 2002) .
Certain articulations have inadvertent side-effects. For example, jaw and tongue height can inadvertently influence pitch, so that high vowels have higher F 0 than low vowels (Whalen and Levitt 1995) ; there are many other similar influences on F 0 (Lea 1973) . So, even though the PhM can also influence F 0 tonal specifications and stress, an F 0 excursion is not unambiguous evidence for a PhM specification.
It is a challenge for the analyst to tease apart the effects of articulatory implementation from the phonetic representation (and then tease apart the phonetic and phonological representations). For example, jaw and tongue height affect duration, with lower vowels having longer inherent duration than higher vowels (Lehiste 1970) . If duration is perceived as the cue to stress position, low vowels might be misinterpreted as having phonological stress. There is the chance that this particular articulatory effect might have led to misanalysis of inherent vowel duration as phonological stress -a possibility not considered in the most extensive surveys of sonority-driven stress (e.g. de Lacy 2004).
Articulators can vary a great deal between humans. For example, laryngeal size differs significantly based on age and sex (Beck 2007 ). An effect is that average F 0 for a 10-year-old male or female is around 260Hz, for a 20-year-old female it is around 200Hz, and a 20-year-old male has around 130Hz. Apart from average F 0 , speakers apparently often differ in pitch range. F 0 is often significant for the detection of stress. If stress is realized with an F 0 excursion, the nature of that excursion may be significantly different for a speaker with a large pitch range compared with a speaker with a compressed pitch range. Similarly, pitch rises might be difficult to detect in speakers who have a higher average F 0 as their pitch may reach its peak without much deviation from the average. Trauma, medication, and disease can also cause articulator and neuro-motor variation (e.g. Weismer 1997) . The sources of variation may be due to age degeneration or to a specific traumatic/disease event, and may be permanent or transitory. For example, a common agerelated degeneration is loss of all natural teeth (edentulism). Edentulism can affect the production of dental sounds (e.g. [v] , [θ] ). In the United States, its prevalence is 2.3% for 18 to 44 year olds (all races/ethnicities and incomes), and 25.3% for 65 year olds and older (ageadjusted).
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The highest rate is among 85 year olds and older who are also poor and Hispanic (male and female data pooled) at 66.1%.
Alcohol is an example of a transitory influence: Chin and Pisoni (1997) provide an extensive discussion of research into the influence of alcohol on speech production and perception. They note that for one study, the "most consistent acoustic change was a significant increase in sentence durations, that is, a slowing of speaking rate under alcohol. In addition, control of abrupt closure and opening of the vocal tract were also affected by alcohol" (p.184). They also observed increase pitch variability and impairments of fine articulations involving articulator timing.
With alcohol, the Phonological and Phonetic modules are (presumably) intact, as are the articulators. The impairment seems to center on the neuro-motor interface, resulting in mistiming of articulatory commands. Chin and Pisoni (1997: 185) identify problems with the production of voiced stops, affricates, and stop clusters, all of which require fine control of articulator timing.
Alcohol therefore poses potential problems in the analysis of stress. If pitch alignment and duration provide cues to stress position and alcohol intoxication interferes with the accurate timing of articulatory movement, the result could be that an F 0 excursion occurs in a place unrelated to where the PhM specifies it should be.
There are many ways in which the neuro-motor and articulatory mechanism can distort the intended realization of the PhM's output. For present purposes, the point is that impairments of the neuro-motor interface can make recovery of the PhM's output difficult, and even obscure it entirely (Weismer 2007; e.g. dysarthria -Bernthal 2009: 172ff ; soft palate implants - Akpinar et al. 2010) .
The practical implication is that certain physical properties of the data sources (i.e. the subjects) must be reported because they can distort cues to stress, leading to misanalysis. Sex and age are commonly reported; these properties at least give an indirect sense of potential characteristics of the speaker's articulators (Beck 2007) . It is also apparently necessary to examine individual variation and impairment in at least the articulatory apparatus. If the elicitation procedures involve visual and/or auditory stimuli, then visual and/or hearing impairments may also need to be reported, depending on what is being tested.
EC do not report any of the characteristics of their subjects. They refer to them as "five informants", with no indication of sex, age, or impairments. They do not give the subjects' names so it is impossible to infer sex. Consequently, there is an additional uncertainty with the data EC provide: it is not possible to determine how the articulatory variation among EC's subjects influenced EC's perception of the location of stress. In contrast, Echeverría (1964:19-20) provides some relevant information: the subjects were three males and two females, with ages 18, 32, 35, 40, and 50 . No information about the subjects' health is provided.
It is reasonable to be concerned about articulatory variation and impairment in the Mapudungun context. In 2008, the Mapuche were reported to "suffer from poor housing, malnutrition, illiteracy, alcoholism, tuberculosis, and a high rate of infant mortality." (UNPO 2008) . It is possible that the same situation existed in 1965, or at least that there were precursors to the problem.
Rates of alcohol abuse and use in many populations are significant (e.g. US: Nace 2005; Australia: AIHW 2007). As alcohol's effects on speech and perception are well established, use of valid tools for evaluating subjects for alcoholism and alcohol intake may well be essential (e.g. Selzer 1971 , Babor et al. 2001 .
Alcohol was chosen arbitrarily here as merely one source of variation in an individual's module. The mere fact that an individual does suffer from alcoholism or acute intoxication of course does not automatically disqualify them as sources of phonological evidence. However, it introduces effects on the perceived speech sounds that must be factored out when determining the PhM's contribution. There are many kinds of individual variation involving articulators. Even in relatively wealthy, non-marginalized populations, there are often high rates of impairments that can potentially affect speech production. For example, oral pain caused by tooth decay could influence speech production. In the USA 23.1% of all people between the ages of 20 and 44 had untreated tooth decay (CDC 2008) ; in socio-economically marginalized groups the rate was much higher (e.g. 'Poor': 39.8%; 'Poor Non-Hispanic Black': 48.7%).
In fact, it is unclear how many humans lack impairment (whether acute or chronic); perhaps they are a small minority of the population. The implication is that if a phonological description does not report impairments of the speaker (or lack of them) there is necessarily uncertainty about whether the analyst's interpretation attended to properties of the speech signal that were controlled by PhM specifications, rather than being caused by neuro-motor or articulatory properties.
The perceptual process
The preceding sections have focused mainly on the speaker. However, most grammars and articles report what analysts perceive the speaker to have produced, so the hearer is an important source of distortion.
The speaker's articulators cause variation in air pressure and flow. However, the subject's articulators are not the only potential sound source. Other speech and machinery can create noise that can distort perception of the speech signal. To minimize such noise pollution, laboratory experiments can use sound-proof booths or enclosures, and fieldwork can be located in quiet rooms. EC do not report where they elicited data, so it is unknown whether background noise interfered with accurate transcription of some data. Similarly, there is no information about EC's perceptual systems, assuming that their transcription is entirely impressionistic.
Just as with production, each module and mechanism in the perception process provides an opportunity to distort the speech signal. Damage to the ears and hearing mechanism can mean that certain phonetic cues cannot be observed, or that other cues are introduced (and damage is more likely with older people: e.g. Pinchora-Fuller and Souza 2003) . For example, partial hearing damage can prevent discrimination among fricatives (Zeng and Turner 1990) and many other contrasts (e.g. Boothroyd 1984) .
Perhaps the most important issue is that learning an L1 involves a person's L1 perceptual mechanisms losing the ability to discriminate between certain sounds that do not have a contrastive function (Werker and Tees 1984; Best 1999) . Consequently, it may not be possible for a person to reliably discriminate sounds that they do not need to distinguish in their own speech. For example, Peperkamp & Dupoux (2002) report cases where people have 'stressdeafness' -an inability to perceive stress distinctions due to the low functional load stress carries in their L1.
As mentioned in section 3.5, stress can manifest itself in many ways. So, the cues an analyst has learned to attend to may not be present or relevant in the subject's speech. Without knowing details about EC's perceptual systems, it is not possible to know which phonetic cues they were attending to, and which they were ignoring.
In fact, Hayes (1995) uses the uncertainty surrounding EC's perceptual systems to cast doubt on certain aspects of their description: "I assume that the prominence heard on final CVC syllables by Echeverria and Contreras is a perceptual effect" (Hayes 1995: 266) . (In contrast, Kager 1993: 409 assumes that EC's description of final CVC stress accurately reflects the speaker's intentions.) In other words, EC's perceptual system might have attended to phonetic cues that were not diagnostic of the subject's placement of stress. Hayes (1995) 's theory does not allow for CVC syllables to be heavy in this particular case, so the uncertainty about EC's perception raises the possibility of an analysis that differs from their description. Of course, one could observe that most aspects of EC's description could be called into question in the same way: perhaps all secondary stress reported was misperceived.
A number of problems with impressionistic transcriptions have become apparent (e.g. in the discovery of incomplete neutralization -Kawahara 2011 §2.2.2 and references cited therein). There are a variety of techniques for avoiding them, involving machine recording and software. However, recording devices and analytical software pose issues analogous to impressionistic transcription. Like ears, microphones are imperfect, and may distort the incoming signal due to limitations relating to directionality, impedance, frequency range, and frequency response. For example, microphones with high impedance will lose high frequencies when used with long cables. All microphones exaggerate some frequencies and attenuate others (frequency response); microphones also differ in which frequencies they can pick up.
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Like the neuro-auditory interface, digitation mechanisms (e.g. computer sound cards) may distort the signal due to limitations on sampling and frequency range and response. Like the human perceptual mechanism, software generates data structures that can distort the signal, such as pitch trackers inadvertently halving or doubling F 0 (Gussenhoven 2004:5-7) . Finally, there is still a human element: the analyst must decide what to attend to and what to ignore in the spectrogram, pitch track, or other measure. Echeverría (1964:20-21) reports that the elicitation sessions were recorded and the recordings were used in transcription. However, no information about the recording apparatus is provided.
What makes using machines and software potentially better than humans is that it is possible to know exactly how machines distort the incoming signal, while the human perceptual system is still mysterious. However, just like people, machines have a great deal of individual variation. So, without careful specification of which machines, software packages, and analytical methods were used, along with careful attention to their limitations, machine-derived data may be of as little value as impressionistic transcriptions that lack information about the analyst's perceptual system.
Molineaux (2012)'s work on the perception of Araucanian/Mapudungun stress is revealing here. Molineaux played two-syllable Mapudungun words to several non-native speakers and required them to identify primary stress. For CVCV words, a little over 30% reported final stress, while around 50% reported initial stress (the remainder did not respond). Such disagreement among different non-native listeners might indicate that the perceptual cues for stress in Mapudungun are quite different, or not as robust, as those in the non-native speakers' languages.
Even so, impressionistic reports and intuitions cannot be dismissed lightly. Hualde and Nadeu (this volume) argue that "data from intuition are worthy of attention to the extent that they are consistent among speakers of the language." Even if intuitions are a delusion, in some cases they are a shared and consistent delusion, and the source of the delusion might provide insight into phonological knowledge. The problem for Mapudungun is that native speakers seem to not have consistent intuitions about stress: Molineaux (2012) reports that "native speakers were uncertain about stress in disyllables".
Hualde and Nadeu also suggest that intuitions about contrastive (lexical) stress might be more reliable than non-contrastive stress. They observe that there is universal agreement about the placement of primary stress in Spanish but disagreement about secondary stress; primary stress is contrastive, secondary stress is not. However, even if there is universal agreement about some speech property, it is always a significant leap to claim that the property directly reflects a particular aspect of the phonological representation or derivation. I suspect that intuitions are complicated -they can be influenced by the perceptual, lexical, and orthographic systems, and so are unlikely to always directly reflect phonological knowledge.
Expression of the data
The final step for the analyst is expressing the perceived speech sounds (PSS) in written form. Obviously, the transformation from PSS to written word is hugely complex. Here, the focus is on the challenges of adapting a description expressed in one theory for use in another theory.
EC express their description in a taxonomic phonemic framework. They do not propose rules in the formalism proposed by Chomsky and Halle (1968) , so there is no evidence that they had Generative theories in mind.
Translating from PSS to a phonemic representation is a complex task (Harris 1960) . Principles of phonemic analysis are applied to determine contrastive sounds, allophonic relationships are identified and the more basic allophone is selected as the symbolic representation. So, /kúra/ stone is not a Generative underlying (or intermediate) form: it is a description of contrastive relationships between speech sounds, with stress also marked. Most of EC's transcriptions are not the equivalent of Generative PhM output forms -they do not show allophones. However, EC do provide some allophonic forms, and even phonemic-allophonic pairs: e.g. /t . ómi/ and [t . The challenge for anyone who wishes to use EC's description is to convert it into a form relevant to their theory. In doing so, it is necessary to carefully examine EC's theoretical decisions to see if any information crucial for other theories was removed or altered.
For example, in classical single-level Optimality Theory (OT) candidates are PhM output forms (Prince and Smolensky 2004) , and so are roughly equivalent to a phonemic analysis's (broad) allophonic transcription. So, EC's "/tómï/" the OT winning candidate would not be [t ̪ómɯ], but rather the surface/allophonic form [ʈʂɔḿə] .
The pitfalls in using a phonemic description for output-oriented Generative theories are illustrated in EC's description of five-syllable words. EC cite /elúaènew/ he will give me, and /elúafimi/ you will give him (presumably /elúafìmi/, with secondary stress omitted for expository purposes). However, these forms are phonemic representations. EC's allophonic transcription of eluafimi is the four-syllable "[… elu‸ áfimì…]" (IPA [ɛlwáfimì] ). If glide formation is a general process, then the allophonic form of /elúaènew/ would also have four syllables: [ɛlwáɛnɛẁ] . So, there is a difference between EC's description and its expression in OT: EC's five-syllable phonemic forms must be translated into their four-syllable allophonic counterparts to be used in output-oriented theories. In fact, from the point of view of output-oriented theories EC cite no five-syllable forms. (The only other five-syllable form /l ‸ aŋḯmïwulày/ he did not kill himself has a suffix that interferes with stress placement.)
A more profound challenge of interpretation involves quantity-sensitivity. EC's General Rule appears to describe a quantity-insensitive iambic system: alternating stress without regard to syllable shape. However, for EC stress is only quantity-insensitive early in the derivation. Later in the derivation certain rules have applied that mean that stress apparently becomes quantity-sensitive. For example, EC report the allophonic form "[wət . However, in EC's phonemic analysis there are no CVV syllables when stress is applied, and so no quantity-sensitivity. Of course, a surface-oriented OT analysis requires evaluation of output forms. So, to have [(ma.wɯ́)(nài)] beat *[(ma.wɯ́)(na.ì)], an analysis that treats CVV syllables as heavy is required. In short, while EC's phonemic theory allows them to treat stress as quantity-insensitive (at least in the early derivation), OT requires the same system to be analyzed as quantity-sensitive.
Of course, the preceding discussion assumes that EC's allophonic transcriptions accurately represent the PhM output form after all phonological processes have applied; they might in fact show derivationally intermediate forms, or describe Phonetic Module representations, or show the application of optional processes.
A thorough evaluation of a source must address the issue of what the source did not mention and why. A description's silence about a phonological property does not mean that the subjects failed to exhibit the property. A common example of inadvertent omission is secondary stress. Many descriptions do not mention secondary stress at all, even to deny that it is present: even casually browsing through the UD Phonology Lab Stress Pattern Database emphasizes this point -many entries note that the lack of secondary stress is "deliberately ambiguous between "none reported" in a source and "verifiably none"" (Heinz 2012) . Gordon (2000) documents several cases of default-to-opposite stress systems where a source's silence about secondary stress was incorrectly interpreted to mean that it did not exist.
Secondary stress presents a particularly difficult problem because it seems to be far more difficult to perceive than primary stress. If so, primary stress descriptions might be more reliable than secondary stress descriptions. (It is also possible that rhythmic secondary stress might be easier to perceive than non-rhythmic secondary stress, such as secondary stress on initial or final syllables). EC did report secondary stress; however, without knowing how secondary stress is phonetically realized or how other phonological processes are affected by it, we cannot be sure that EC correctly reported all secondary stresses, or were even correct in identifying the secondary stress they did. Notably Echeverría (1964) did not distinguish primary from secondary stress in his transcriptions.
In some cases, omissions are deliberate and are driven by theoretical concerns. For example, a stress theory that does not allow for more than two word-stress distinctions (primary vs. secondary) could lead to describers not reporting tertiary stress. EC's description is an interesting case because the theoretical goal for stress seems to have been to provide a rule for it rather than account for the distribution of stress in surface forms. Since the rule appears derivationally early in their analysis, later rules that significantly obscured the earlier assignment of stress (e.g. glide formation) were omitted from the description, along with the actually attested surface form of words.
The general point is that converting a description into a form that is useable for a Generative analysis is not a trivial task. If a source is expressed in a different framework (e.g. taxonomic phonemics), then repurposing it for a Generative analysis can be fraught with danger. In fact, if a source does not supply output forms, then it has limited worth for output-oriented theories: even when there is explicit description of phonological processes, lack of output representations introduces uncertainty as to whether all relevant phonological processes have been described. For example, EC does not mention glide formation or the processes that lead to vocalic diphthongs; their existence was deduced from their allophonic transcriptions. So, from the point of view of an OT analysis, EC does not provide the right kind of data: their theoretical view transmutes the data in a way that it is difficult to derive PhM outputs -i.e. the kind of data that output-oriented Generative theories require.
Hyman (this volume) notes that descriptions and analyses are theory-dependent; there is no way to present a theory-neutral description of stress. So, EC did not make a mistake by expressing their description in phonemic theory; it was inevitable that it must be expressed in some theory. In fact, recognizing the role of theories in description is valuable: it allows us to squarely face the issue of translating the description's theory into a Generative one. Of course, some (perhaps all) theories end up expressing the data in such a way that properties that are crucial for other theories might be obscured. For example, if one wishes to express a stress description in a theory that has culminativity, then necessarily one of the stresses in a domain must be described as the 'primary' one, even if there is no evidence for that claim. The description then becomes misleading for use in a theory without culminativity. In the most extreme cases, it might not be possible to adapt a description expressed in one theory for use in another theory.
Replication
Replication of stress descriptions is not required by any aspect of the theory. However, given the opportunity for errors at so many stages in the evidence gathering and expression process, replication can provide a way to increase confidence in the results. In the field of psychology, the issue of replication and the consequences of lack of replication have received a great deal of attention recently: Hartshorne and Schachner (2012) advocate tracking experiment replication; Sutton (2012) is a journal issue devoted to replication; and there is a list of 20 psychological experiments that people would most like to see replicated at http://psychfiledrawer.org/top-20/.
Data replication for the Generative phonologist would involve eliciting the same forms from the same PhM. So, for every elicitation/experiment involving a person's PhM, the same elicitation/experiment would have to be performed on that person's PhM. Less ideally, the same elicitation/experiment could be performed on a different person, as long as a strong case is made that the individual had a PhM that was identical to the original subject's in relevant respects. The replications should also not be greatly separated in time otherwise the subject's PhM might change, or other production mechanisms might degrade significantly.
A far less ideal data replication would be for the same elicitation/experiment to be performed on a subject who speaks the same "language" as the original subject. It is a less ideal situation because "language" is an irrelevant concept for Generative theories: it is a sociopolitical idea with a tenuous relationship to the object of study: i.e. the linguistic cognitive modules. The group of people who say that they speak the same language can have vastly different PhMs, even to the point of mutual unintelligibility. So, words elicited from a Mapudungun speaker in 1965 cannot be assumed to have any cognitive relevance for the same words elicited from a Mapudungun speaker now. In this sense, then, EC's description cannot be replicated -if they used the same subjects as Echeverría (1964) , it is likely that some of them will now be deceased. For the others, they will be significantly older, and their Mapudungun PhMs may have changed or not been used over the past several decades. In fact, it is possible that too much time has elapsed to be confident that there is any person with a PhM that is identical to the original speakers.
However, as potentially problematic as replications involving different subjects can be, for stress descriptions they are the only type of replications available, so let us consider them valid replications for the sake of this discussion.
Stress descriptions used in metrical work are typically unreplicated. Of Gordon (1999)'s list of 392 metrical systems (i.e. 'languages'), 272 (69%) were listed with only one source and therefore unreplicated (assuming that Gordon 1999's bibliography is comprehensive). Of the remaining 120 languages, it was unclear how many of the later descriptions involved reelicitation of the same data as the original description -the number of replicated descriptions may therefore be much lower than 31%.
Mapudungun is in the minority: there have been several recent descriptions of its stress patterns, including Echeverría (1964) , and the grammars of Smeets (1989) , Salas (1992) , and Zúñiga (2000 Zúñiga ( , 2006 . 8 EC was published in 1965 whereas the other grammars came decades later, so it is highly unlikely they had the same subjects as EC. It is therefore quite possible that all the grammars describe distinct PhMs, in which case considering them to be replications of EC's description is incorrect, and comparing them would reveal nothing of value. With this caveat in mind, let us assume that the grammars' subjects did have identical PhMs.
There is a great deal of disagreement among the four descriptions. For example, for CVCV words, EC describe lexical stress (or free variation), Smeets (1989: 60) a tendency for initial stress, Salas (1992: 83) free variation, and Zúñiga (2006: 64) a tendency for final stress. For main stress, EC describes it as falling on the second (peninitial) syllable, while Salas and Zúñiga have it fall on the final syllable if it is closed, otherwise the penult; Smeets locates it on the second syllable, except in five-syllable words where it falls on the penult, and describes long words as having two primary stresses.
For secondary stress in polysyllables, EC have secondary stress on every even-numbered syllable after the main stress (e.g. /kimúfalùwulày/ he pretended not to know). Smeets says that every second and every final syllable has secondary stress (e.g. [allkḯ penuèl] 'unheard of ' -Smeets 1989: 60) . Zúñiga (2006: 64) describes secondary stress as falling on the first or second syllable, depending on which one is closed (e.g. kàmapuléy 'it is far', weyùlküléy 'it is swimming').
Trisyllables It is quite possible (even likely) that all the sources were describing different PhMs, so the fact that they disagree is not proof that EC's description is inaccurate. However, at the very least the differences between the sources mean that EC's results have not been replicated.
An interesting comparison is Echeverría (1964) and EC since they apparently used some of the same recordings, and were therefore describing the same PhMs. However, there are analytical differences between the two descriptions. Echeverría (1964:48) states "El acento no es predecible fonemicamente, pero sí podría serlo en un plano morfémico, es decir, atendiendo a cierto tipo de morfemas." (Stress is not phonemically predictable, but could be on the morphemic plane -i.e. influenced by certain types of morphemes), and adds that certain morphemes probably have fixed accent (e.g. /rumé/ 'quite', /wulé/ 'tomorrow'). Echeverría (1964:47-48) also reports the result of a perceptual experiment where the speaker judged both [umau tulén] and [umáu tulén] to be acceptable; the speaker rejected forms with initial and third syllable stress. It is surprising that [umau tulén] was accepted given that EC describe primary stress as falling on the second syllable (p. 134.c2) (cf. /elúmuyù/ give us -134.c2). In fact, Echeverría (1964) makes no distinction in transcriptions between primary and secondary stress: e.g. /féytɯfá/ 'este'/this (p.54), /l aŋɯ mɯ n / 'matar'/kill (p.55). Echeverría (1964:54-55 ) also provides transcriptions of 107 words and 43 phrases, with stress marked. When comparing the data with EC's, the same general results emerge for disyllables: CVCV words have mostly initial stress, CVCVC words have final stress, CVCCVC and words tend towards final stress.
(8)
Disyllable stress in Echeverría (1964:51-54 However, in trisyllabic words Echeverría (1964) has several disagreements with EC's description. EC state that CV.CV.CVC words have penultimate primary and final secondary stress (e.g. /θuŋúlàn/ 'I do not speak'). However, Echeverría (1964) marks stress on final syllables: /aliwén/ 'tree', /ɯnatún/ 'bite', /weyelɯ n/ 'swim', /nɯṭ amkán/ 'say', except for two words /l aŋɯ mɯ n / 'kill', /umáwtún/ 'sleep' which have equal stress on both penult and final. In agreement with EC, the second syllable is stressed in /fɯtáŋma/ 'large' and /mawíθa/ 'mountain', but other stress patterns given are /fɯtáŋmá/ 'long' and /féytɯfá/ 'this'. Only one word longer than three syllables is given: /ṭ ɯlkéaliwén/ 'peel,crust', and this stress pattern does not fit with EC's description of alternating stress (i.e. it should be */ṭ ɯlkéalíwen/).
Levels of acceptability
The aim of the preceding section was to use the theories of Generative phonology and other modules and mechanisms to identify possible sources of distortion of the PhM output on its path from the speaker to the analyst's description. There are many more conditions and other modules and mechanisms that should be examined (e.g. limitations on memory and attention). However, this section discusses the more practical issues of levels of acceptability and responsibility for evidence evaluation. Until phonological outputs can be detected directly, all evidence will have some potential for non-PhM distortion, and so carry some degree of uncertainty. So, the challenge is not to achieve perfect evidence, but to decide how much uncertainty can be tolerated.
There is an objective and a subjective aspect to evaluating evidence. The objective side is that theories of speech production and perception identify places where distortion of the speaker's PhM output occurs. So, no list of evidentiary requirements can be merely prescriptive; each requirement must be shown to derive from a principle of the theory. For example, requiring that the eye color of the consultant be reported cannot be justified by any relevant theoretical principle (I know of no research that links eye color to production or perception). In contrast, controlling for speech style shifts is crucial as the theory has different PhMs (or PhM states) for each different speech style.
The subjective side is determining an acceptable level of uncertainty for any data. At what point does uncertainty mean that a description cannot be used as evidence? Are there certain points that are non-negotiable? For example, does data pooling mean that the description cannot be used?
I am not aware of any current consensus about minimal requirements for evidence in the field of phonology. Perhaps lack of explicit discussion and publication of such standards is hampering -or even thwarting -progress in the field. After all, if this chapter's exploration of EC's description occasions any pause among metrical theorists, then similar issues may well arise for many other commonly cited sources. It may well be worthwhile to require publications to explicitly evaluate any source used as evidence, or start to accept articles for publication whose sole aim is to evaluate the degree of certainty for a source.
Certainly, whatever the standards are that currently exist or develop, they must be reviewed frequently and allowed to change. Standards of acceptability change over time as theories, methods, and technology develops. The dominant paradigm for description in 1965 involved phonemic analysis, with the goal of determining phonemic forms. Stress (and other phenomena) could be described as applying to phonemic forms, so there was often no theoretical motivation for providing extensive allophonic forms (just as in EC's description). In contrast, the focus of Generative theories involves identifying transformations from underlying to surface forms, so descriptions must provide underlying forms, transformations, and surface forms (e.g. compare EC with Parker 1999). Particularly for descriptions expressed in output-oriented theories, the phonological output must be provided. Theories of the phonetic module emphasize speaker-specific variation (e.g. Kingston and Diehl 1994) , and so the need for teasing apart phonetic and phonological contributions to perceived speech sounds has become apparent. There is also greater understanding of cognitive and articulatory individual variation and trauma, and it is far easier to record and machine-analyze speech today than it was in 1965. It will no doubt become even easier in the future (e.g. cheap and easy palatography, ultrasound, and nasal airflow measurement would be very useful), and hopefully techniques will develop that will eliminate much more of the uncertainty that still exists currently. It is therefore important to be frank about our current best capabilities; they are far from certain because no technique provides a clear picture of the PhM at work. It is probably inevitable, then, that even the best of the most recent descriptions will one day be considered inadequate evidence.
So, while EC's description in 1965 was probably as good as a Generative phonologist could have hoped for, the only relevant question now is whether EC's description remains reliable and relevant given current expectations. As the preceding section suggested, with all the developments of the past half-century EC's description now has a very uncertain status as evidence for a Generative theory.
One way to approach development of evidentiary standards is to try to codify the most stringent requirements that reviewers place on journal articles. For example, I suspect there is a consensus that a phonological description based on primary fieldwork should include information about the subjects (e.g. sex, age, perhaps native speaker status), and that there should be at least some phonetic analysis -I suspect that impressionistic transcription (at least for some properties) may nowadays be less frequent in journal articles, or at least reports of phonetic analysis are more common (see Rice 2011's section on "Language Documentation" for relevant references).
The great danger is that requirements will be explicitly or implicitly imposed that are not derived from a theory. For example, while literature on language documentation and fieldwork proposes a number of desiderata for subjects and descriptions, evidence requirements are not often shown to derive from a theory; they are often prescriptive or cater to non-theoretical needs as the goals are often to document languages for social purposes (e.g. Crowley 2007 ). For example, Rice (2005) and Noonan (2005) identify a number of properties of "good [descriptive] grammars", observing that grammars have many different audiences apart from Generative linguists and roles other than providing evidence for Generative theories. So, their proposed desiderata are not derived from Generative theories, but rather seek to address the conflicting demands of the description's readership. Cheliah and de Reuse (2011:ch.7 ) present an extensive discussion of the ideal fieldwork subject. Many of their criteria are similar to those required in Generative work. However, it is not clear from what principles their criteria derive; it seems that there is in part a sociological aspect to their proposals as they imply the goal is language documentation (rather than determining possible states of cognitive modules).
The final issue is responsibility for evaluation. At no point was it suggested here that Echeverría and Contreras failed in their task because they did not address particular issues such as the speaker's impairments, and so on. In fact, no part of the preceding discussion was -or should be read as -a criticism of EC's description. It instead advocates the view that evaluating a source is an essential part of using it as evidence for a theory. However, who is responsible for evaluating sources?
The source's author cannot be held responsible. EC did not necessarily have modern Generative theories in mind when they wrote their description, and so it is impossible to fault them for not addressing issues that arise from Generative theories. Responsibility must fall on the theoretician who repurposes EC's description as evidence for their theory. So, if I cite EC's description as evidence for a metrical theory set in OT, it is incumbent on me to show that EC's description is accurate and relevant for its new use as evidence for my theory. Even if the description is set within the same theoretical framework as my theory, it is still necessary to demonstrate that the description is accurate and relevant; adoption of evidence necessarily places responsibility for evidence evaluation on the adopter. In other words, it is not EC's failure that they did not report their subjects' native speaker status, or that they pooled their data; it would be my failure if I used their description for my theory when my theory required subjects to be native speakers and to not pool data.
Perhaps part of the problem relates to perception of the status of descriptions such as EC's. Articles that cite sources without providing a detailed evaluation of them are assuming that the description is not only a fact, but a Generative fact. However, descriptions are merely hypotheses for which (hopefully) adequate and relevance evidence is available. The first questions for any theoretical work that cites a source, then, are whether the source's description can be recast as a hypothesis in that theoretical framework, and whether there is evidence for the hypothesis.
The larger problem touched on here is that recovering information about the output state of a deeply embedded cognitive module from data that has undergone multiple metamorphoses is incredibly difficult (Chomsky 1965 (Chomsky : 18-19, 1971 . Currently, there is no way to detect phonological inputs or outputs directly, and at least in some cases the procedures that are used have not been proven to be valid. It is to be expected, then, that if any description is presented as evidence for a Generative theory, it should be accompanied by an extensive justification for its use.
A potential concern is that if the bar is set too high for evidence, particularly for stress, there will be no evidence left and so no way to evaluate theories. However, this concern may be unwarranted; without a thorough review of the evidence and concrete proposals about evidentiary standards, there is no way to know which cases meet what standard. In any case, I do not fear discovering that we know nothing with confidence. What I do fear is that significant generalizations about PhMs have been missed and theoretical development has been derailed because inadequate, irrelevant descriptions have been assumed to be valid evidence.
